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Metric representations by v,-products 
B y F . GECSEG 
The purpose of this paper is to compare the metric representation powers 
of the product and v rproducts introduced in [1]. It is shown that a class of automata 
is metrically complete with respect to the product if and only if it is metrically com-
plete regarding the v'x-product. It is also proved that the v3-product is metrically 
equivalent to the product. 
We start with some basic notions and notations. 
An alphabet is a nonvoid finite set. The free monoid generated by an alphabet 
X will be denoted by X*. An element p=x3 ...xn£X* (xt£X, i—1, ..., n) is a word 
over X, and n is the length of p, in notation, \p\=n. If n = 0 then p is the empty 
word, which will be denoted by e. For arbitrary integer «(=s0), X^n> will stand 
for the subset of X* consisting of all words with length less than or equal to n. 
An automaton is a system "21 == (X, A, <5), where X is the input alphabet, A is 
a nonvoid finite set of states and the mapping <5: AXX—A is the transition func-
tion of 91. We extend 8 to a mapping <5: AXX*-<-A in the following way: for 
arbitrary a£A, 8(a,e) = a and 8(a,px) = 8(8(a,p), x) (p£X*, x£X). 
Take an automaton 91 = (X,A,8), a state a£A and an integer 0). We 
say that the system (91, a) is n-free if 8{a,p)Ti8{a, q) for arbitrary p, q£X("> 
with p ^ q . i 
If we add an output to an automaton then we get the concept o f ' a sequential 
machine. More precisely, a system 9l = (X, A, Y, 5, X) is a Mealy machine, where 
(X, A, is an automaton, Y is the output alphabet and the mapping X: AxX—Y 
is the output function of 91. We can extend X to a mapping X : AxX* — Y* in the 
following way: for every a£A, X(a,e) = e and X(a,px) = X(a,p)X(8(a,p), x). 
A mapping p: X*-*Y* is called an automaton mapping if there exist a Mealy 
machine 91 = (X, A, Y, S, X) and an at A such that p(p)=X(a,p) (p£X*). If this 
is the case then we say that p can be induced by 91 in the state a. 
Take a Mealy machine 91 = ^ , A, Y, 8, X), an automaton mapping p: X* — Y* 
and an integer n ( s O ) . It is said that 91 induces p in length n if for some a£A, p(p) = 
=X(a,p) (pex^y 
Let 91 j = (Xj, Aj, Sj) 0 ' = 1, . . . , / ) be automata, X and Y alphabets, and 
(p: AiX-.-XA,XX X1X...XXt, 
ifr: AiX.-.XA^X Y 
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mappings. Then the Mealy machine 9i=(A^, A, Y, d, / ) is the product (arproduct, 
vrproduct) of 91j 0 = 1, ...,t) with respect to X, Y and (p, if the au tomaton 
(X,A,S) is the product (a.-product, v f-product) of 9 t ; ( j = l , . . . , t ) with respect 
to Z a n d (p, and for arbitrary a = ( a , , ..., a,)£A and x£X, A(a, x) = \j/(a1, ..., at, x). 
A class K of automata is metrically complete with respect to the product (<*,-
product, v.-product) if for arbitrary automaton mapping //: X* — Y* and integer 
« ( ^ 0 ) there exists a product (a ;-product, v r produc t ) 9 1 = ( X , A, Y, 5, ?.) of auto-
mata f r o m K inducing fi in length n. Moreover, the v,-product is metrically equiv-
alent to the product provided that for every class K of automata and non-negative 
integer n an automaton mapping p : X* — Y* can be induced in length n by a 
vrproduct 9I=(A r, A, Y, <5, A) of automata f r o m AT if and only if it can be induced 
in length n by a product 23=(A-, B, Y, 3', A') of au tomata f rom K. 
Let 91; = (Xi, Ai, (5f) 0 = 1 , ..., t) be automata, and take a product 
W = (X,A,S) = { j A,[X,<p). 
i = l 
Then for arbitrary z=(a1, ..., a,)£A, p£X* and i ( 1 ^ / S i ) define <p;(a,/?) in 
the following way: <p,(a, e) = e and <P;(a, qx) = (pi(a, q)(pi{5(2i, q), (q£X*, x£X). 
For notions and notations not defined here, see [3] and [4]. 
Now we are ready to state and prove 
Theorem 1. A class K of automata is metrically complete with respect to 
the product if and only if K is metrically complete with respect to the v, -product . 
Proof. The condition is obviously sufficient. 
To show the necessity assume that K is metrically complete with respect to 
the product. We prove that for every alphabet Y and integer there exist 
a Vj-product 1>=(Y, D, §") of automata f rom K and a state d£D such tha t the 
system (£>, d) is k-free. This obviously implies that K is metrically complete with 
respect to the v s-product. 
It is shown in [2] that K is metrically complete with respect to the product 
if and only if for arbitrary integer k(^0) there exist an 91 = (X, A, 5) in A' a state 
a0£A and a word p£X* with \p\ = k such that d(a0,p) is ambiguous, tha t is 
8(a0,px)?id(a0,px') for some x,x'£X. Let us distinguish the following two 
cases. 
Case 1. A"contains an 91 = (X,A,5) such that for certain pairwise distinct states 
a 0 , a j , ..., a„_], a'x and inputs x0, xy, ..., xn_x, x[ we have 
d(a0, x,) = ax, S(ai;x2) = a2, ..., d(an_2, x„_t) = an_j, 5(a„_},x0) = a0 
and S(a0, x[) = a[. 
Let £ ( > 0 ) be an integer, and take two words p=y1...yryr+i.. ys, q=yx ••• yrzr+i ••• 
...z,eY(k> (yt, ...,ys, zr+1, . . . , z , 6 Y ) with t^s, and yr+1^zr+1 if t^r, where 
Y is an arbitrarily fixed alphabet. Consider the v3 -product 
s+l 
SB = (Y, B, <5') = II »« [ r , <P, v] 
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given as follows. 
SB,. = 91 (i = 1, . . . , 5+1) . 
v ( l ) = 0 and v(/) = z - l (i = 2, . . . ,5+1) . 
<f>iiflj,y) = xj ( /=2 , . . . , i + l ; / = 0 , . . . , « —1; y£Y). 
fx, if i = r + 2 and v = z r + 1 , 
Otherwise ( / = 2 , . . . . , + 1 ; ^ y ) . 
In all other cases (p is given arbitrarily such that the resulting product is a vx-product. 
Take the state b=(b1,b2, ..., 6 S + 1 ) € 5 with bx=a[, ¿»¡=a„_(,_2) ( / = 2 , . . . ,¿ + 1), 
where the indices of as are taken modulo «. One can easily show by induction on j 
that for every j{=1, ..., s) 
<5'(b, y^-.yj) = (c1; ..., cJ+1, Cj+2, ..., c s + 1) 
where cj+1 = a[ and ci = an_(i_2)+j (i=j+2, ..., s+1 ) . Moreover, for every 
j(=r+1, ...,/) 
<5'(b, j 1 . . . jvz r + 1 . . . z J ) = (c1; ..., c J + 1 , ..., c s + 1) 
where c ;=a„_ ( ,_2)+j ( / = / + 1 , . . . , ¿+1) . (The indices of a's are considered modulo 
n in the latter two cases, too.) 
Therefore, the last component of <5'(b,/?) is a[, and the last component of 
<5'(b, q) is in the set (a0, ax , ..., a„_i}- Thus <5'(b,/;)?i<5'(b, q).. 
Case 2. K does not satisfy the conditions of Case 1. Then for every integer 
0) there is an 9 1 = ( X , A,5) in K with pairwise distinct states a0, ... 
•••,ak,ak+1,a'k+1 and inputs xx , x2 , ..., xk, xk+1, x'k+1 such that <5(a;, x 1 + 1 ) = a ( + 1 
( / = 0 , ...,k) and 8(ak, xk+1) = a'k+1. Again take the alphabet Y and the words p, 
q of Case 1. Consider the v5-product 
K = (Y,B,5') = h*ilY,<p, v] 
¡=i 
given in the following way. 
©,. = 9i (i = 1, . . . ,s) . 
v(l) = 0 and v; = i - l (i = 2, . . . ,s). 
<Pi(yi) = xk+1 (and (p^z^ = x'k+1 if r = 0 and t ^ 0). 
if i = r +1, j = k +1 and y 
otherwise 
(/ = 2, ..., j ; j= 1, . . . , k+ 1). 
9M+i,y) = A+i 0 — 2, ..., s). 
In all other cases q> is given arbitrarily in accordance with the definition of the vx-
product. 
Take the state b = (a t , ak_l, ..., ak_s+1)£B. Again it is easy to show that for 
every ; ( = ! , - , s ) 
<5'0>, yx-.-yj) = (ci, ..., c}, ..., cs), 
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where c i = a J t _ ( i _ 1 ) + ; (/=7, ..., j). Moreover, for every j( = r+1, ..., s) 
<5'(b, y1...yrzr+1...zJ) = (c l 5 ..., Cj, ..., cs) 
with Cj = a'k + 1 and C; = a fc_ ( l_1)+J. (i=j+1, ..., 5). 
Therefore, the last component of <5'(b,p) is a* + ) . If s—t then the last com-
ponent of <5'(b, q) is a'k+1. Moreover, if then the last component of <5'(b, q) 
is a f c_ ( s_1 ) + ( . In both cases we have 3'(b,p)?±3/(b, q). 
To end the proof of Theorem 1 take an integer and an alphabet Y. 
Moreover, set I— {(p, q)\p, q£ Y<k\ p^q}- As it has been shown for every pair 
(p,q)£I there exist a -product 1)lPiq)=(Y, Dipq), <5(Pi?)) of automata f rom K 
and a state diPiq)€D{Prq) such that Sip^q)(dip_q), p)UdiPtq)(diPtq), q). Form the direct 
product T)=Il(T)(p q)\(p, q)£l), and take the state d £ D with prM(A) = d(p_q), 
where pr(p q) denotes the (/?, q)lh projection. Obviously, (D, d) is a k-tree system. 
Since the direct product of va-products of automata is isomorphic to a v,-product 
of the same automata this completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Let us note that the vt -product used in the proof of Theorem 1 is also an a 0 -
product. 
Next we prove 
Theorem 2. The product is metrically equivalent to the v3-product. 
Proof. Let K be a class of automata. If K is metrically complete with respect to 
the product then, by Theorem 1, for arbitrary integer 0) every automaton mapp-
ing pi: X*-~Y* can be induced in length k+ 1 by a vx-product 21 = (X, A, Y, 3, A) 
of automata from K. Thus we assume that K is not metrically complete with respect 
to the product. Therefore, none of Case 1 and Case 2 holds for K. This implies 
that either there is no ambiguous state in any of the automata from K or there is 
a maximal positive integer A: such that for some 1l = (X, A, 3)£K, a£A and p£X* 
with \p\—k— 1, 3(a,p) is ambiguous. In the first case every product of automata 
from K can be given as a quasi-direct product of the same automata. Thus we sup-
pose the existence of the ahove k. 
Let 
91 = (X, A, 3) — f j %[X, <p) (9I; = (X;, Ait SdeK, i = 1, ..., s) 
i i 
be a product and a = (a l 5 ...,as)£A a state. We shall prove the existence of a v3-
product 
23 = (X, B, 3') = ]J <*>', v] (B, = (AY, B„ 3D, i = 1, ..., t) 
i= 1 
with a state b = ( 6 j , ..., b,)£B such that the following conditions are satisfied. 
(i) ( S l 5 6]) is k-free, X{~X, q>{ is the identity mapping on X and 231 is a 
vt -product of automata from K. 
(ii) ©2 is a vx-product of automata from K, X'2 = X and for any two words 
p,q£X* with \p\<k and \q\^k, 3'2(b2, <p'2{b, p))^3'2(b2, <p'2(b, q)). 
(iii) (/ = 3, . . . , / )• 
(iv) For arbitrary two words p,q£X* with \p\ = \q\ = k and integer i (1 ^i^s) 
there is a j (1 S y ^ / ) with ©, = 91;, b — a,, 3'^b), (p'j(b,p))=3i{ai, <p,(a,/>)) and 
5j(bj, <p'j(b, q)) = 5i(ai, <p;(a, q)). 
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This will imply that the subautomaton of 91 generated by a is a homomorphic 
image of the subautomaton of © generated by b. Indeed, take two words p, q£X* 
with <5(a, p) ^<5(a, q). It is enough to show that <5'(b, p) ^ ¿ ' ( b , 9). Let us distinguish 
the following cases. 
(I) \p\,\q\^k. Then 5'(b, p)^5'(b, q) since they differ at least in their first 
components. 
(II) \p\<k and \q\>k. Then 5'(b,p) and <5'(b, q) are different at least in 
their 2nd components. 
(III) \p\, \q\^k. First of all observe that, by the maximality of k, for arbitrary 
automaton &=(Y, C, 5")£K, state c £ C and words r,r1,r2£Y* with \r\=k and 
M = N, <5"(c, rr1) = d"(c, rr2). Let p=pjp2 and q=qiq2(\Pl\ = \ql\=k). Moreover, 
let/' ( 1 ^ / S s ) be an index for which ¿¡¡(a,-, (p,(a, p))^«?^«,-, <p;(a, q)). Take the index 
j given by (iv) to this i and px, ft. Then by our remark above 5](bj, <p'j(b, p1p2)) = 
=d'j(bj,(pj(b,p1)p'2) = di(ai,(pi(ii,p1)p'2) = di(ai,(pi(a,p1p2)) where p2iX* is a word 
with \p'2\ = \p2\- Similarly, 8j(bj, (p'j(b, q1q2))=Si(ai, ^¡(a, ft ft)). Therefore, 
<3'(b, p)^S'(b, q) since they differ at least in their / h components. 
The A>free automaton in (i) can be constructed by using the same method as 
in the proof of Theorem l (according to Case 2). 
To give © 2 take an automaton £ = (Y, C, S")£K with pairwise distinct states 
c0> c,, ..., ck_1, ck, c'k and inputs , ..., yk_1, yk, y'k such that 5"{c0, y1) = ci, ... 
••;8"(ck-2,yk-1) = ck^l, 5"(ck_i,yk) = ck and 5"(ck^, y'k) = c'k. Form the single 
factor vx-product 
©2 = K[X, cp", v'] 
where v'(l) = l and <p"(c;, x)=yi+1 (/ = 0, ..., k— l ; x£X). Moreover, in all other 
cases (p" is given arbitrarily. Since K is not "metrically complete © 2 satisfies (ii). 
Next we show that for arbitrary words p,q£X* with \p\ = \q\=k and integer 
i there are a v3-product 
S> = (X,D,6")= fj(¿¡[X, (p", v'] 
i = 1 
(e ; = (yi , C i , 8 " ) £ K , / = 1, ...,r) and a state d = (d,, ..., dr)£D such that = 
dr = at, S'r{dr, <p'r'(d, p)) = 5i(ai, <p,(a, p)) and d'r'(dr, ip'Xd, q)) = 5i(ai, <?,(a, q)). Then 
taking the direct product of S l s S 2 a n d these automata X) the resulting automaton 
© with a suitable b£B will obviously satisfy (i)—(iv). 
Since the case 
( * ) ¿¡(«i, <P/(a> P)) = «)) 
is trivial we may assume that ( * ) does not hold. Then p^q. Let p=x, .••xmxm+1... 
...xk, q~x1...xmym+1...yk, xm+1^ym+1, (pi(n,p)=p = u1...umum+1...uk and 
<pi(a,q)=q = u1...umvm+1...vk. Moreover, set/7 — ...Xj; pj = u1... wy (y"=0, 1, . . . , k ) 
and 
_ f x 1 . . . x j if O ^ j S m , 
qj ~ \x1...xmym + l...yj v if m S k , 
_ _fu1...uJ if Q ^ j ^ m , 
q j ~~ 1 u1...umvM+1...VJ if m ^ j s k . 
Denote a,- by c0 . Let /, be the smallest integer u for which there is a v with u-'-v==k 
such that <5;(c0, p„) = <5,(c0, pv). If there are no such u and v then let / , = £ . Sim-
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ilarly, let l2 be the least integer u such that for some v (u<v^k), ¿>i(c0,qu)=di(c0, qv). 
Again if there are no such u and v then let l2=k. Assume tha t / , S / 2 . Final ly , 
denote by w the maximal number with <5,(c0, />„) = <5,(c0, qw) (O^w^k). Since 
<5;(co> P)?i8i(co><]) the inequality / 2 > w holds. Moreover , w ^ m . Let us in t roduce 
the notat ions dt(c0, Pj) = Cj (y '=0 , ..., /,) and ¿¡(c0 , = ( 7 = 0 , ..., l^. Then the 
elements c 0 , ..., cw, c w + 1 , c'w+1 are pairwise distinct, and so are the elements of 
the sets {c0, . . . , c ( l } and {cj, . . . ,c , ' J . We cont inue the proof by dist inguishing 
the following two cases. 
Case I. w = m. Then let r = 2 and e ^ C ^ S f , . . Moreover , v ' ( l ) = 1, v'(2) = 
= {1,2} and 
rf(cj, x) = Mj + 1 ( j = 0, . . . , h-1; x£X), 
(p'i(cj, Cj, xJ+1) = uj+1 ( j = 0, ..., /1-1), 
(p'iifij, c'j, >'_, + ,) = vj+1 ( j = m, ..., /2-1). 
In all o ther cases <p" is given arbitrarily. q>" is well defined. It is obvious tha t <p'{ 
is a funct ion. Assume that (Cj , Cj, xJil)=(cJ, Cj,yj+1) holds for some j ( m < / < / 2 ) . 
But this would imply w > w . 
It is seen immediately that by taking d = (c0, c0) the equalities 
5"(d,pj) = (cj,cj) ( ; = 0, ...J,) 
and 
<5"(d ,qj) = (cj,cj) ( ; = 0, . . . , / 2 ) 
hold. Since K is no t metrically complete with respect to the product , by the choice 
of / j and /2 , this implies 
<5"(d, p) = (c, <5,.(c0, p)) (c£Ad 
and 
«5"(d, q) = (c\ St(c0, q)) (c'tA;). 
Case 2. w>m. Let r = w—m + 2 and (Ej = . . . = (Er = . Moreover , v '( l) = l , 
AJ)=j-Hj=2, ...,r-2), v ' ( r - l ) = r - l and v ' ( r ) = { r - 2 , r-1, r). Fu r the rmore , 
< P i ( c w - m + l> * / + l ) = ">v-m + ( + 1 0 = 0 , . . . , m ) , 
<Pl(CH» J W l ) = "» + 1. 
(Pj(c^-m-j+2+i,xl+1) = w„,_m_j + 2+1 0' = 2, ..., r - 2 ; / = 0, ..., m +j — 1), 
<P;(Cw-m-j + 2+i, J(+i) = + 2+/ 0' = 2, ..., r - 2 ; / = m, ..., m+j-2), 
<Pj(c'w+i, ym+j) = K+i 0 ' = 2, . . . , r - 2 ) , 
« ¡ C i ( c / , * / + i ) = W/+i (/ = 0, . . . , / i - 1 ) , 
Vr-i(.ci, yl+1) = ul+1 (/ = m, ..., / 2 - l ) , 
<Pr(c, + i, c,, c,, *)+1) = ul + 1 (/ = 0, ..., w), 
<Pr(ci+1, C/» c,, j>1+1) = M/+i (/ = m, ..., w - 1 ) , 
"Pr (CW + 1> CW5 C »! Jw + l) ~ VW + 15 
<Pr (c, Cw + l, cw + i, Xw + I + 1) = «„ + , + ! I = 1, ..., ^-(w + 1)), 
' c w + ( , <4 + ( , y w + / + 1 ) = »„,+, + 1 I = 1, ..., / 2 - ( w + l)). 
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In all other cases <p" is given arbitrarily in accordance with the definition of the v3-
product. cp" is well defined. This is clear in all cases except when 
(c, cw+i, cw+i, xw+l+i) = (c , cw+i, cw+t, yw+t+i) 
for an / (l (w+1)) . But this would contradict the choice of w. 
One can easily show by induction on / that for d = ( c w _ m , cw_m_1, ..., c l 5 c0 , c0) 
the following equalities hold. 
<5"(d> Pi) = (cw-m+/, cw-m-i + i, •••» c1+/, c„ c,) (I = 0, ..., m), 
& (d> Pm + l) = ( C 1 ' • • • ' C l - 1 ' Cw +1, C » i •••> Cm + / + 1 , C m + f> Cm + l ) 
(сГ, . . . . c f - ^ , ; I = 1 , . . . , w - w ) , 
^ (d> Чт + l) ~ (Cl> c / - l > cw + l5 •••> cm + l +1> cm + / , cm + / ) 
(ci, cr_i6/íí; / = 1, w - w ) , 
<5"(d, p,) = (cí, ..., c,"_8, с,, с,) (CÍ, ..., / = w + 1, ..., /,), 
<5"(d, 9 f) = (с?, ..., c;'_2, c„ с,') (cí', ..., l = w + 1, ..., /2). 
Since /С is not metrically complete with respect to the product, by the choice of l l 
and /2 , the last two equalities imply 
<5"(d,/>) = (ci, <5,(c0, p)) and <5"(d, q) = (c1; . . . , c r _ , , <5,(c0, q)) 
(c l5 . . . , c r _ l 5 Cj, . . . , cr-i £ A,) 
- which ends the proof of Theorem 2. 
Let us note that the v3-product © in the proof of Theorem 2 is also an a , -
product. 
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